
Metronome Partners Represents Buckman Laboratories in its Acquisition of CiDRA Chemical Management Inc., 
a CiDRA Holdings Subsidiary 
 
Metronome Partners, LLC (Metronome) served as financial advisor to Buckman Laboratories (Buckman) in its acquisition of CiDRA 
Chemical Management Inc. (CCMI), a chemical solutions business. CCMI was a wholly-owned subsidiary of CiDRA Holdings LLC, 
a leading supplier of highly differentiated process optimization and enhanced recovery solutions. 
 
CCMI provides process optimization solutions to customers in the pulp & paper and agricultural processing markets. It offers a 
comprehensive solution combining defoamer chemistries, patented entrained air measurement, and control technology and process 
optimization expertise. 
 
Buckman is a privately held, global specialty chemical company with headquarters in Memphis, Tennessee, USA. Buckman works 
proactively and collaboratively with worldwide customers in pulp and paper, leather and industrial water treatment, and process 
chemistry to deliver exceptional service and innovative specialty chemical solutions. Buckman's goal is to help customers boost 
productivity, reduce risk, improve product quality, and provide a measurable return on investment. Buckman is committed to 
safeguarding the environment, maintaining safety in the workplace, and promoting sustainable development for its associates, its 
customers, and the communities it serves in more than 90 countries around the world. Additional information can be found 
at www.buckman.com.  

 

 
 

 
Metronome Partners is an independent, Chicago and Memphis based M&A advisory firm that specializes in sell-side transactions as 
well as capital raising across a broad range of industries. With over 200 transactions completed by Metronome's principals, the firm 
combines large firm experience with small firm attention. Metronome focuses on middle-market businesses nationwide. 
 
For additional information regarding Metronome Partners, please visit www.metronomepartners.com, or contact the firm’s Managing 
Partners, Randy Karchmer or Jeff Rosenkranz. 
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